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  Dear Ms. Jackson: 
  
  The following is a list of layers and associated annotations that could be useful for our office's Cogo mapping efforts. 
 
  1). SUBDIVS:  This layer should have line work delineating the out boundary of the subdivision with proper topology  

and accurate closure.  The annotation subclass for this layer is: anno.name = name of the subdivision, 
plat book and page or survey book and page number, unit, phase, replat info, written description of the 
out boundary. 

            
2). PARCELS: This layer should have line work delineating all lots and tracts with proper topology.  Note that this layer 

might incorporate, have coincident geometry with the subdivs layer.  The annotation subclasses for this   
layer are: anno.lot = lot numbers, anno.parcel = parcel and tract numbers, anno.dims = dimensions, 
anno.block = block numbers, anno.landtext = text associated with lots, blocks, tracts, and parcels 
including acreage of 1.00 or greater. 
 

 
  3). ROADS:  This layer should have line work delineating the centerlines of the roads in the subdivision.  The  

annotation subclasses for this layer are: anno.roadname = road name and type, anno.row = road right- 
of-way width, anno.roadtext = associated road text/notes. 

 
4), EASEMENT: This layer should have line word delineating all easements.  The annotation subclass for this layer is: 

anno.easement = easement type and width/size. 
 
  Note that if the files are produced with an AUTODESK product such as AutoCad then dwg files would need to be submitted.   

If any other product is used to produce the files then dfx files could be submitted. 
 
Please advise if I can be of any further assistance.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jeffery L. Hahn, CCF, Senior Cadastralist 
Brevard County Property Appraiser' Office 
GIS & Mapping Section  
(321) 264-6707
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